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610MM X 75MM ABRASIVE BELT BY KLINGSPOR

Klingspor portable sanding belt LS 309 XH – designed

especially for portable belt sanders

The portable sanding belt LS 309 XH by Klingspor is a

product that has been engineered especially for use with

portable belt sanders. Available with a large range of grit

sizes, this portable sanding belt is suitable for a multitude of

sanding tasks. It is capable of handling a host of different

materials, especially

wood,

metal and

NF metal as well as

paint, varnish and filler. 

This versatility makes this portable sanding belt a truly

universal product. The belt has been designed for use in such

market segments as the wood and metal processing industry

as well as commerce. The portable sanding belt ships in the

form of abrasive belts and can be used on hand tool belt

grinders or portable belt sanders. The product is

available in a large number of grit sizes. Do-it-yourselfers and

hobby craftsmen will also benefit for their applications thanks

to the exceptional properties this top-notch product has to

offer.

Premium portable sanding belt for demanding tasks

The portable sanding belt LS 309 XH is a universal

product for rough, intermediate and finish sanding. This

product allows the user to complete a variety of tasks with

one single belt. This practically eliminates the need for

replacing the portable sanding belt between the individual

work steps. The extensive in-stock range ensures that the

customer will find the belt that matches their machine

perfectly. The same holds true for the joints. Klingspor offers

portable sanding belts with a diverse selection of belt joints

SKU Option Part # Price

3264 Grit: 100G, Qty: 1 321271 $2.65

3264-10 Grit: 100G, Qty: 10 321271 $22.5

3265 Grit: 120G, Qty: 1 321272 $2.8

3265-10 Grit: 120G, Qty: 10 321272 $24

8703252 Grit: 180G, Qty: 1 654241 $5.9

8703252-10 Grit: 180G, Qty: 10 654241 $59

8703250 Grit: 24G, Qty: 1 302667 $7.8

8703250-10 Grit: 24G, Qty: 10 302667 $70

8703251 Grit: 36G, Qty: 1 7561036310X $2.85

8703251-10 Grit: 36G, Qty: 10 7561036310X $28.5

3261 Grit: 40G, Qty: 1 321268 $2.65

3261-10 Grit: 40G, Qty: 10 321268 $22.5

3262 Grit: 60G, Qty: 1 321269 $2.5

3262-10 Grit: 60G, Qty: 10 321269 $21.5

3263 Grit: 80G, Qty: 1 321270 $2.65

3263-10 Grit: 80G, Qty: 10 321270 $22.5

Model

Type Abrasive Belt

SKU 8703250

Part Number 302667

Brand Klingspor

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 1.48 kg
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in order to ensure the greatest possible compatibility with

sanders of all different kinds.

Portable sanding belt LS 309 XH: high-quality materials and

workmanship

The stand-out features of the portable sanding belt made by

Klingspor are impeccable workmanship and unrivalled

durability. To ensure the best possible results, grain, backing

and bonding are tailored specifically to the material that will

be processed. The same applies to the portable sanding

belt LS 309 XH. The product is made with synthetic

aluminium oxide, which is of supreme quality and applied

with a close coating. The stock removal rate is excellent in all

conditions of use. The bonding for this product is established

with premium fully synthetic resin, while a tear-resistant

backing guarantees the necessary durability.
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